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ABSTRACT. W ith in  th e  fram ew o rk  of co n tin u u m  m echan ics, th e  fu ll d e sc rip ­
t io n  o f  jo in t  m o tio n  of e la s tic  b o d ie s  a n d  co m p ress ib le  v iscous flu id s w ith  t a k ­
ing  in to  acco u n t th e rm a l e ifec ts is given b y  th e  sy s te m  co n s istin g  o f  th e  m ass, 
m o m e n tu m , a n d  en erg y  b a la n c e  eq u a tio n s , th e  firs t a n d  th e  second  law s of 
th e rm o d y n a m ic s , a n d  a n  a d d itio n a l se t o f th e rm o m e c h a n ic a l s ta te  law s. T h e  
p re se n t p a p e r  is d e v o ted  to  th e  in v es tig a tio n  o f th is  sy s tem . A ssu m in g  t h a t  
v a r ia tio n s  o f  th e  p h y sic a l c h a ra c te r is tic s  o f  th e  th e rm o m e c h a n ic a l sy s te m  of 
th e  flu id  a n d  th e  so lid  a re  sm a ll a b o u t som e re s t  s ta te , we d erive  th e  linearized  
n o n -s ta t io n a ry  d y n a m ic a l m odel, p ro v e  its  w ell-posedness, e s ta b lis h  a d d itio n a l 
refin ed  g lobal in te g ra l b o u n d s  fo r so lu tio n s , a n d  fu r th e r  d ed u ce  th e  linearized  
in co m p ress ib le  m odels a n d  m odels in c o rp o ra tin g  ab so lu te ly  rig id  ske le ton , as 
a s y m p to tic  lim its .
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
We are in terested  in proposing a m athem atical description for small p ertu rb a­
tions in the therm om echanical system  consisting of in teracting  elastic solid and 
viscous compressible fluid. In our study  we aim  to  integrate purely mechanical, 
therm odynam ical, and heat transfer effects altogether under one um brella. W ithin  
such unified approach, a therm oconductive elastic body m ay be nam ed a thermoe­
lastic solid. Also we use the term  therm ofluids, which has been in troduced quite 
recently for a subject th a t analyzes system s and processes involved in energy, vari­
ous forms of energy, and transfer of energy in fluids [11, Sec. 1.1].
The basic m athem atical concept of reciprocal m otion of therm oelastic solids 
and viscous therm ofluids incorporates the  classical conservation laws of continuum  
mechanics, the first and the second laws of therm odynam ics, and a set of s ta te  laws 
specifying individual therm om echanical behavior of the com ponents of media. In 
th is article th is concept is called Model 0 \  and is s ta ted  in the beginning of Sec. 
2. I t is quite universal and spans a large variety of different phenom ena in natu re  
and technology. (A ra th e r general relevant observation m ay be found, for example, 
in [11, Secs. 1.5-1.7, VI].) At the  same tim e th is model is very complex and highly 
nonlinear. Therefore, some physically reasonable simplifications are necessary in 
view of further applications to  n a tu ra l problem s and in engineering.
In investigation of small pertu rbations it is suitable to  simplify Model 0 \  by 
im plem enting the classical formalism of linearization about a rest s ta te  [3, Sec. 
V.7]. As the result, the  linearized model arises, whose core consists of the heat 
equation coupled w ith the  non-stationary  compressible Stokes system  in the fluid 
phase and the  system  of the wave equations (in the elasticity  theory  also called 
Lam e’s equations) in the  solid phase. The linearization procedure and the precise 
form ulations of the resulting Model O 2 and its dimensionless version Model A  are 
outlined in Secs. 2 and 3.
Also in Sec. 3 we introduce the notion of generalized solutions of in itial-boundary  
value problem  for Model A  and form ulate the first m ain result of this article -  
Theorem  3.4 on existence and uniqueness of solutions to  Model A. The proof of 
th is theorem  relies on classical m ethods in the theory  of generalized solutions of 
equations of m athem atical physics and is fulfilled in Secs. 4 and 5.
After this, we are in terested  in studying of the lim iting regimes in Model A, 
arising as some coefficients grow infinitely. To th is end, in Secs. 6 and 7 additional 
global integral bounds are established for the  pressure distributions (see Theorem  
6.3) and for the deform ation tensor in the  solid phase (see Theorem  7.3). These 
bounds constitu te  the  second m ain result of th is article. W ith  their help, in Secs. 
8 and 9 Models B l ,  B 2 , and B 3  of incompressible m edia and Models C l  and C2 of 
viscous therm ofluid contained in an absolutely rigid heat-conducting skeleton are 
established as respective incom pressibility and solidification asym ptotic lim its of 
Model A  (see Theorem s 8.1, 9.1, and 9.4). These models are the th ird  m ain result 
of th is article.
2. B a s i c  N o n l i n e a r  F o r m u l a t i o n  a n d  L i n e a r i z a t i o n
Let be an open bounded set in R 3 w ith  a sm ooth boundary. From  now on we 
assume th a t is the  cube w ith the  side of a size L q, i.e., =  (0 , L q)3. Next, assume
th a t a t tim e t  =  0 is occupied by a solid com ponent and by a fluid com ponent 
il  f  =  such th a t the interface between the com ponents Y := d il f  fl d i l s is a
ra ther sm ooth surface or a finite union of such surfaces. The b o th  solid and fluid 
phases obey the fundam ental conservation laws, which have the  following forms in 
Lagrangian variables x  and t  [3, Sec. V.5], [12, Sec. 10]. The balance of mass 
equation is
po = p J , x  in i l f  or Qs , t  >  0 , (2 -1 )
the balance of m om entum  equation is
d ^w  1 t 1
po =  J d iv ( T P )  — J T P T  d iv (T  ) + p o F , x i n f i f  o r f i s , t  >  0, (2.2)at1 x x
and the balance of energy equation is
« • f  =  - J d i v ( T - q) +  ■ d , v ( T T  ‘ + • * : £ + * ,  (23)
q  =  —n ( T t )~ 1V x'i9, x  in O j or i l s , t  >  0,
where
T  =  V ^r, r  — x  =  w , J  =  det T , 2E =  T *T  — I. (2.4)
The therm odynam ical s ta te  of the  bo th  phases is governed by the  first law of 
therm odynam ics
fids = dU  +  p d — (2-5)
P
and a therm odynam ical s ta te  equation
U — $s  = T { p 1 '&). (2-6)
We postu late  th a t therm om echanical behavior in the  solid phase is described 
by the D uham el-N eum ann law of linear therm oelasticity, which is consistent w ith 
therm odynam ical relations (2.5) and (2.6) [9, Sec. 1.6], [12, Sec. 10]:
P  :=  P s =  (  -Po -  Vlsi# ~ #*) + (V~ ^ A ) d iv w ) l  +  2A D (x ,w ),
x  G Cls, t  > 0,
and th a t therm om echanical behavior in the fluid phase is described by the Stokes 
s ta te  equation, which has the following form in Lagrangian variables [3, Sec. V.5], 
[12, Sec. 6]:
P := P' = ((T‘r ' f  r '))l + 2"((Tr' f  T-‘)' (2 .8 )
x  G O j, t  > 0.
In (2.1)—(2.8), w , $, /3, p, U, and s are unknown displacem ent, tem perature, density, 
pressure, specific intrinsic energy, and entropy, respectively. The m edium  under 
consideration is a tw o-param eter therm om echanical system . F urther we refer $  and 
p to  as the  independent therm odynam ical param eters. The trip le r  =  (r i, r 2,rs.) is 
the set of spatial Eulerian coordinates of particles of solid or fluid. The vector q  is 
the  heat flux. The second equation in (2.3) is the  Fourier law for the  heat flux.
T  is the d istortion  tensor. T 4, T _1, and (T 4) - 1  are its conjugate, inverse and 
inverse conjugate, respectively. E  is the deform ation tensor. I t is connected w ith 
the displacem ent vector by the formula
2E =  ( V xw f  + V xw  + ( V xw Y 'V xw.
D (x, w ) is the  sym m etric p a rt of the gradient V xw , i.e.,
2D (x, w ) =  (V xw f  + V xw.
P  is the stress tensor. Note th a t, due to  the identity  [3, Sec. V.4], [12, Sec. 6]
f  = T'D(r,v)T,
where D (r, v) =  ( l /2 ) ( (V r v ) 4 +  V r v) is the deform ation ra te  tensor in Eulerian 
variables r  and t, and v  is the  velocity of particles of fluid or solid, (2 .8 ) reduces in 
Eulerian variables to  the  well-known form
P /  =  ( - P +  ( v  ~  d i v v j l  +  2/xD(r, v ), r  G f! /( t) , t  > 0.
Coefficients x ,  i/, p, rj, A, and 7 S are given. They are a therm al conductivity, 
bulk and shear viscosity coefficients of the fluid, bulk and shear elastic modules of 
the  solid, and a therm al extension of the solid, respectively. In general, they  may 
depend on the  therm odynam ical param eters $  and p. In line w ith the therm ody­
namics fundam entals, we have [8, Chap. 5], [9, Chap. 1]
2 2
A,7 s > 0 , v  > - p ,  rj > -A . (2.9)
C onstant positive coefficients and po are given tem pera tu re  of some rest s ta te  
and atm osphere pressure, respectively.
Functions po, F , 'I', and T  are given. They are an initial d istribu tion  of density, a 
density of m ass d istribu ted  forces, a volum etric density of exterior heat application, 
and a specific free energy, respectively. Therm odynam ical behavior in the  solid 
and the fluid is different, in general. Therefore we are given, in fact, two distinct 
functions T a and T f  such th a t
T ( o  0) =  i f x e f y ,  t >  0 ,
W  ; if x  G Qs, t  > 0
and two distinct functions and ’I' f  such th a t
* f x  =  i f x G ^ ’ t - 0 ’
’ if x  G Qs, t  >  0.
Similarly, we have two d istinct coefficients of therm oconductivity, x a in the  solid 
phase and X f  in the liquid phase.
In term s of the  indicator function of the fluid phase
* * ) = { ;  (2 .io)10 II x  G i l s ,
we m ay w rite
H P , # )  = x F f ( p , f i )  +  ( ! - x ) F s ( p , f i )  V x g S ] ,  t  > 0 , (2 .1 1 )
^ ( x , t )  =  x ^ / ( x , i )  +  (1 - x ) ^ s (x ,i)  V x g S ] ,  t  > 0 , (2 .12)
*{p,ti)  = X X f iP ,^ )  +  (1 -  X ) x s{p,'&) V x g O ,  t >  0. (2.13)
Analogously,
P  =  x P f  +  (! -  X )P S V x g O ,  t >  0. (2.14)
Interactions between the fluid and the solid are governed by the classical condi­
tions on discontinuity  surfaces [3, Sec. II .3], [12, Sec. 12], [13, Sec. 2]. In order 
to  s ta te  these conditions, we introduce the following notation. For any xo G T and 
for any function y>(x), continuous in the  interior of f2s and in the interior of i l f ,  
denote
92(3) (x 0) =  lim 90(x), <£>(/) (x 0) =  lim ^ (x ),
x —^x0, x££2s x —^x0, x G i2 j ^
M (xo) =  9?(s)(xo) -  ¥>(/)(x0).
R e m a rk  2 .1 . Clearly, Y is immovable in Lagrangian coordinates in the sense th a t 
its any param etrization  in Lagrangian variables does not depend on t.
Thus, in term s of no tation  (2.15) we w rite down the  conditions on T  as follows: 
the continuity  of tem peratu re
[i? ]= 0 , x 0 G r ,  t  >  0, (2.16)
the continuity  of displacem ent
[w] = 0 ,  x 0 G T, t  > 0, (2-17)
the continuity  of norm al stress
[Pn] =  0, x 0 G r ,  t  >  0, (2.18)
and the  continuity  of the  norm al heat flux
[ x ( T t ) ^ 1'Vx'& • n] =  0, xq G r ,  t  > 0. (2-19)
In (2.18)-(2.19) n(xo) is the un it norm al to  Y a t a point xo G I \  We suppose 
th a t n  is pointing into f .
The conditions of continuity  of tem pera tu re  and displacem ent on Y reflect the 
local therm odynam ical equilibrium  and no-slip effect on the interface, respectively. 
Besides, the no-slip condition (2.17) includes the m ass conservation law, applied to  
r ,  and m anifests th a t Y is a contact discontinuity, which m eans th a t the  solid and 
the fluid do not exchange particles. The conditions of continuity  of norm al stress 
and norm al heat flux are the respective m om entum  and energy conservation laws 
on r .
Equations (2.1)-(2.8) and (2.16)-(2.19) constitu te  the  closed nonlinear model 
of jo in t m otion of therm oelastic solid and viscous therm ofluid. By the  standard  
procedure [3, Sec 8.1], therm odynam ical param eters s, p , and U m ay be expressed 
in term s of p and $  from (2.5) and (2.6) by virtue of the  free energy T \
s = - T ' , { P,d ) ,  p  = p2T'p{p,d), U = - d T ' , { p , d ) + T { p , d ) .  (2.20)
Insert (2.20) into (2.3) and (2.8), and discard (2.5) and (2.6) to  get the equivalent 
system  of equations and interface conditions, which we nam e Model 0 \ .
Now simplify Model 0 \ ,  applying the classical formal procedure of linearization 
[3, Sec. V.7], [16, Sec. 2.2-2.3] to  it. Assume th a t pa and p f  are m ean constant 
densities of the solid and the  liquid a t rest. Suppose th a t the  tem pera tu re  in this 
rest s ta te  is equal to  the constant tem pera tu re  $*, which was in troduced in (2.7). 
Denote
c *s =  F s i P s , # * ) ,  Csp =  r a p ( P M ,  CSD =  ^ ( p s , l 9 * ) ,  
c spp = 3~Sp p ( p s , ), Csp-i) = -F g p fi^ P s , "& * ) , C stftf =  J~st f , f f ( p s ,  "& * ) , ( O O T )
c *f =  F f i P f , # * ) ,  c fP  =  F ' f p i P f , # * ) ,  c f-9  = F ' f v { P f , ' d * ) ,
CfP P  =  ' ^ f p p ( P f > '^ * ) >  CfP $  =  • F f p ’d i P f l  Cf-d-d =  F f ’d ’d i P f l ' ^ * ) -
E xpand (2.20) for p  and U in Taylor’s series and skip term s of orders higher th an  
one to  get the  linearized expressions
p(p, ■&) = cf pp)  +  (2 cf ppf  + cfppp2f )(p -  p f ) +  cfpdp2f (ti -  tf*), (2 .22)
^ s  (.P: ^ )  Cs (cSp ) (/? Ps) * (^ ) ■? (2.23)
Uf(p, tf) = + c*f +  (Cfp -  Cfp$ti*)(p -  Pf) -  -  $*). (2.24)
R e m a rk  2 .2 . In (2.22) and (2.24) notice th a t p ( p f , ,d*) = po due to  interface 
condition (2.18). Also notice th a t from the  physical point of view it is observed 
for the m ost of continuous m edia th a t p(p, $) is increasing in p and $  and th a t 
U f(p , ,d) and Us (p,'d) are increasing in $  and decreasing in p. Thus Cfp$ >  0, 
f p  ^  ^f p p P f  ^  ^  0, csp csp$i9* 0, Cf>$>$ 0, and Cfp Cfp^ )i9 0.
S ubstitu ting  (2.22)-(2.24) into Model 0 \ ,  expanding the term s of thus obtained 
equations in Taylor’s series in p 7 w , and derivatives of w  w ith respect to  x  
and t  about the rest state, and discarding the term s of orders higher th an  one, we 
arrive a t the  following linearized dynam ical model of the  system  thermoelastic body 
-  compressible viscous thermofluid, which we call further Model O^- 
S t a t e m e n t  o f  M o d e l  O 2. The m otion in the  solid phase is governed by the 
classical equations of the linear therm oelasticity  theory:
<92w
Ps~dt?~ =  div P s  + /9 sF ’ x G ^ s , t  >  0 , (2 -25)
d$ d
- p scsM i}t — = >csA xi} -  i}^{sr]— d i v w +  'I>S, x  G Qs , t  >  0, (2.26)
P s =  ( - po -  7 sr](i} -  #*) + ( r j -  ^A^ d i v w j l  +  2AD(x, w ), x  G Qs, t  >  0,
(2.27)
(2.28)
p = ps ( 1 — d iv w ), x  G f2s , t  > 0. (2.29)
X
The m otion of the liquid phase is described by the  linearized classical model of 
liquid and gases:
d 2w
Pf-QjT = dlv P f + P f F > x G % , t >  0, (2.30)
d
- P f c f w d * —  = X f A x-d--d*Cfpi)p2f —  d iv w  +  \fr/ ,  x g ! ] / , ( >  0, (2.31)
P /  =  ( “ Po -  Cfptip'fitf -  #*) +  (2c /)9 +  Cfppp f ) p 2j! d iv w
/ 2 \ , 3 w \  /  d w \  (2 '32^
+  O ' -  3 ^) ~Qt) ^  ~ d t )  ’ X G h  f  >  ’
p =  /3/(1 — d iv w ), x  G 0 / ,  t  > 0. (2.33)
The linearized conditions on the interface between the  solid and the fluid are
[&} = 0 ,  x 0 G T, t  > 0, (2.34)
[w] = 0 ,  x 0 G T, t  > 0, (2.35)
( P S($(S), w (s)) — P / ( % ) ,  w ( /) ) )n  =  0, x 0 G T, t  >  0, (2.36)
{ x sV x'd^s) -  X fV x 'd y ) )  • n  =  0, x 0 G T, t  > 0. (2.37)
R e m a rk  2 .3 . Transform ing Model 0 \  to  Euler variables ( r , t )  and applying the
same linearization formalism as above, one arrives exactly  a t Model O^. Therefore
in linearized setting  the Lagrange and Euler descriptions of the therm om echanical 
system  under consideration coincide.
3. P r o b l e m  F o r m u l a t i o n  a n d  S t a t e m e n t  o f  t h e  E x i s t e n c e  a n d
U n i q u e n e s s  T h e o r e m
In line w ith la ter asym ptotic analysis in the  present and forthcom ing papers, we 
bring Model O 2 to  a dimensionless form and absorb the interface conditions on Y 
in the equations by introducing a uniform  description of the  b o th  phases.
More precisely, choose the d iam eter L q of the  dom ain f2, a characteristic du­
ration  of physical processes to, acceleration of gravity g, atm osphere pressure po, 
m ean density  of air po a t the tem pera tu re  273 K  under atm osphere pressure, and 
the tem pera tu re  difference i9o between the  thaw ing and freezing points of w ater 
under atm osphere pressure as characteristic scales of length, tim e, density of mass 
d istribu ted  forces, pressure, density  of m atter, and tem perature, respectively, and 
denote 0 = $  — .
Next, introduce the dimensionless variables (w ith primes) by the  formulas
x  =  Lo*7, t  = Tot' , w  =  L o w ' , 
p  =  p o p 1, P =  pop1, 9 =  •d0e',
(3.1)
the  dimensionless vector of d istribu ted  mass forces, volum etric densities of exterior 
heat application, therm al conductivity  coefficients, and m ean densities of the solid 
and the fluid at rest (all w ith  prim es), respectively, by the formulas
F  =  s F '  * •  =  $ ; * ' * '  =  ( 3 - 2 )
LoPod* , Llpod* , , , , , , ,
^  = TQl92 Hf  = Tqi92 P* = POPs, Pi = POPfi (3.3)
and the dimensionless ratios by the  formulas
_  l o L 20 _  -yogLo _  1 / 2  n
OLT — 2 2 ’ ^ -F — o i Qv — \y  0 My?
coTo co ToPo 3
_  1 /  2 \  _  2A _  7 0c2 ,
— \ V  o ) ’ — 5 ^ P — 2 P f iPo V 3 )  p 0 eg 1
2 _  loPo _  IsV^O _  CfptiPfdo
c0 — -------; a 8s — ---------, « 0/  —  ,
PO PO PO
_  2p  _  cf M pf&l _  csM ps-&l
(3.4)
cpf ~ Cr) opsToPo Po Po
where c =  ^ 2 Cfpp f  +  Cfppp2 and 70 =  7 /5. Q uan tity  co is the  speed of sound 
in air a t the tem pera tu re  273 K  under atm osphere pressure. Q uan tity  c is the 
speed of sound in the considered fluid a t the  tem pera tu re  under atm osphere 
pressure. Dimensionless constant 70 is the ra tio  of specific heats (in o ther term s, the 
polytropic exponent) for air a t the  tem pera tu re  273 K  under atm osphere pressure 
[11, A ppendix 4], [16, Sec. 2.4].
R e m a rk  3 .1 . On the streng th  of (2.9) and R em ark 2.2, all dimensionless constants 
on the  left-hand sides of relations (3.4) are positive.
Now, first shift the pressure scale on the  constant value po so th a t the stress 
tensors (2.28) and (2.32) become vanishing a t the  rest s ta te . Next, m ultiply (2.25) 
and (2.30) by L/po,  (2.26) and (2.31) by to$o/(po$*); and divide (2.28) and (2.32) 
by po- After this, su bstitu te  expressions (3.1)-(3.4) into the resulting equations and 
then  om it primes. Thus, Model O 2 is brought to  a dimensionless form. Finally, use 
the no tation  (2.10)-(2.14) and additionally  set
P  =  X P f  +  (1  — x ) P s ,  o-e  =  X a 8 f  +  (1  — x ) a e s ,
=  XCpf +  (1 -  X)cps, k  = X X f  +  (1 -  X)xs
and introduce the dimensionless pressures p, q, and it in order to  w rap the dim en­
sionless Model O 2 in to  the following form.
S t a t e m e n t  o f  M o d e l  A .  In the space-tim e cylinder Q =  x (0, T),  where =
(0, l )3 and T  =  const >  0, it is necessary to  find a displacem ent vector w , a
tem pera tu re  d istribu tion  0 , and d istributions of pressures p, q, and tt, which satisfy 
the equations
_d2w
a Tp - ^ ~  = d i v P  + a Fp ¥ ,  (3.6)
P  =  x ( - g l  +  a MD (x , +  (1 -  x ) ( - 7 r l  +  o:aD ( i , w )) -  <5001, (3.7)
dO 0
cp —  =  div ( x V xQ) -  Q.0—  d iv w  +





(3.11)71 +  (1 — x ) a v div w  =  0 .
X
We endow Model A  w ith  initial d a ta
w | t =0 =  w 0 , W t | t =0 =  V0 , 0\t=O =  Oo, X G f 2
and homogeneous boundary  conditions
w  =  0, 9 = 0 , x  G d f2, t  > 0 .
(3.12)
(3.13)
R e m a rk  3 .2 . O n the streng th  of classical theory  of conservation laws of continuum  
mechanics [3, Sec. II.3], (3.6)—(3.11) yield interface conditions (2.34)-(2.37) (in the 
dimensionless form). Thus (3.6)—(3.11) are equivalent to  Model O^.
Generalized solutions of Model A  are understood in the  following sense.
D e f in it io n  3 .3 . Five functions (yv,6,p,q,Tr) are called a generalized solution of 
Model A i f  they satisfy the regularity conditions
for  all smooth tp =  ^>(x, t) such that V’lan =  V’lt =t  — 0 -
The first m ain result of the  paper is the following theorem  on existence and 
uniqueness of solutions to  Model A.
T h e o re m  3 .4 . Whenever  wo G W21(^ ) , vo,0o € and F , G L 2(Q),  Model
A has a unique generalized solution (w , 0, p, q, tt) in  the sense of Definition 3.3.
4. T h e  E n e r g y  E s t i m a t e  a n d  U n i q u e n e s s  o f  S o l u t i o n  o f  M o d e l  A
C onstruction of the  energy estim ate is based on introducing the alternative equiv­
alent definition of generalized solutions of Model A  and on a special choice of test 
functions in the integral equalities in th is definition. N am ely we state:
D e f in it io n  4 .1 . Five functions ( w ,9 ,p ,q ,n )  are called a generalized solution of 
Model A  if they  satisfy the regularity  conditions
boundary conditions (3.13) in  the trace sense, equations (3 .9)—(3.11) a.e. i n Q ,  and 
the integral equalities
fo r  all smooth <p = ip{^x.,t) such that y > |a n  =  f \ t = T  =  0  and
(4.1)
functions t  i—> t  i—> CpO(t) +  ag d ivæ w (t) are weakly
(4 -2 )continuous m appings of the  interval [0, T] in to  L  (f2),
boundary  conditions (3.13) in the  trace sense, equations (3.9)—(3.11) a.e. in Q, and 
the integral equalities
f T f  (  d f  t-. ^  \  ,
/  /  \ Tf>~dt ' ~dt _  1 VxV  + aF pF  ■tpjdy.dtu 0 «/ £~l
f  _ d w  f
= a Tp - ( x , T ) - < f ( x , T ) d x -  a Tp v 0 ■ <f\t=odx, V tg [ 0 ,T ]
J  Cl J  Çl
(4.3)
/ o  J n
dx.dt
for all sm ooth <p = ip(x,t)  such th a t y>|an =  0 an(i
(cp0 + a g  div w )  “  x V xd ■ Vx'tp +  <
=  /  (cp0 (x, t )  + a 0 d iv w (x , r))V>(x, r )d x  -  /  (cp00 + ag div w 0) V, |t=odx,
J q  x  J q  x
(4.4)
for all r  G [0, T] and all sm ooth tp =  ?A(x, t) such th a t V’lan =  0.
R e m a rk  4 .2 . Definitions 3.3 and 4.1 are equivalent. The fact th a t a generalized 
solution in the  sense of Definition 4.1 is a generalized solution in the  sense of 
Definition 3.3 is quite obvious. The inverse proposition is true  thanks to  the simple 
standard  considerations. Its  justification can be fulfilled sim ilarly to, for example, 
[1, Sec. 111.1].
Now let us follow the  track of considerations of [10, Chap. 2, Sec. 5.2].
Fix a rb itra ry  G (0, r ) ,  r*  <  r* * . Take a continuous piece-wise linear
function on [0 , r] such th a t <pm (t) =  1 if t* +  (2/m ) <  t  <  r** — (2/m )  and 
4>m(t) =  0 if t  > r** — (1 /m ) and t  <  r* +  (1 /m ). Take a regularizing sequence 
<jJn G C'g°(R) such th a t
f° °  r 1 1 '
Ujn {t) = Ujn { - t ) ,  ujn (t) > 0, / Ujn {t)dt =  1, su p p uin C  , -
J - o o  L n  n -
For n  >  2m, set
<Pmn =   ^(^Prn  ^ ^ n  * V’van  =  ((^m )^ * * LOn')4}rrn  (^ *5)
where the asterisk* m eans the  integral convolution in R , and substitu te  for <p and 
tjj in to  (4.3) and (4.4), respectively. Clearly, this choice of test functions is valid 
due to  regularity  properties (4.1) and (4.2).
Insert (3.9)—(3.11) into (4.3) (with <p = <pmn) and then  sum  the result w ith (4.4) 
(w ith tp = ipmn)- In thus obtained equality  represent
/ 0  J C l
aediv((</>mw ) * u n ) —  {{4>m 6) *ivn )dxdt.
Then we integrate by p arts  w ith respect to  t  in the last sum m and of the  above 
expression and combine similar term s.
Applying the  argum ents of [10, Chap. 2, Sec. 5.2], after some technical trans­
form ations and passage to  the  lim it as n  o o , to /*  o o , t *  \  0 , and r** y  r ,  
successively, we finally arrive a t the energy identity , as follows:
1
2°'7
-d w 1 1
n o +  ~  x )d iv w (T ) | |2f2 +  9 « p llx d iv w (r ) | |2 f2
2,n
^ « a ||(1 - x ) D ( a ; ,w ( r ) ) | | | f2 +
d w  2
^ d lv ^ T  x at
, d w \  2*D( ^ J
(4.7)2 , Q x ( 0 , r )  V u t  /  2 , f i x ( 0 , r )
=  ^ « r l lv ^ v o l l i^  +  ^ 11(1 - x ) d i v w o | |2,n +  ^ « p l lx d iv w o || |n 
+  ^ « a ||(1  -  x )D (x , w 0) | | | n +  ^ || v ^ A H ^ n  
— f  j  ( a p p F  ■ —— |-'I '9^jdxdt, V r  € [0,T],
J  0 «/ Cl
D iscarding all the  term s on the left-hand side except for the first and the fifth ones 
and applying the Cauchy-Schw artz inequality  on the right-hand side, we get
2 n  + l \ \ V ^ e (T)\\l,n
1 s=d w  r ^
2 « r  V p - f r i T ,








^^11(1  - X )  div w q II^q +  llx d iv w o ||lin
+  ^ « a||(1 -  x)D(x,  wq) ! ! ^ ,  V r  G [0,T],
Applying Grownwall’s lem m a to  th is inequality, we conclude th a t
1
— a T 2
<
d w  2 1 ,
2 , n x ( 0 , r )  2  11 V ^ P ^ I I 2 ,S 1 x (0 ,t )
(4.8)
2cJ I V p F |l 2,n x (o,t) +  2 m in{cp / ,c ps} ll^ ll2-n><(0-t).
+  eT ^ a r l lv ^ v o l^ n  +  ^ l l v ^ o l l l s i  
+  (eT -  1 ) T ^ I K 1 - x ) d i v w o | |2,n +  ^ « p llx d iv w 0| | | n 
+  ^ « a ||(1  - x ) D ( ^ w 0) | | | n , V rG [0 ,T ] .
Combining energy identity  (4.7) w ith the above estim ate and (4.8), we finally es­
tablish  the following result.
P r o p o s i t io n  4 .3 . Let  F , $  G L?(Q), wo G W ^ O ) ,  and vo,0o € L 2(Q). Assume  
that five functions  (w , 9,p, q, tt) are a generalized solution of Model A. Then  w  and  
9 satisfy the energy estimate
1
-  ess sup a T
2 Q  +  ^eSSSUptGte[o,r]
+  ^ ess sup ||(1 -  x )  d ivw (t)||2  o +  \  esssupap||x d iv  w(t)||2 o
te[o,r] te[o,r]
1
+  -  e s s s u p a A||(1 -  x )D (x , w ( t ) ) | | 2 o +
te[o,r]
' d w \  2 
XÜ x  I
dw 2
^ d l v ^ T  x at 2 , Q x ( 0  , r )
dt J 2 ,C lx (0 ,r )
1
-  2a T ^ F ^2’Qx(0’T) +  2 min{cp / ,cps} ^ ^ 2’Qx(0’T)
1
Jo
eT +  1
2 crT llv^ F | l 2 ’f2 x ( ° ’t ) + 2 m i n  { c i , / , c p s } l |Ÿ |l2 -n x (°-t ) 
« r l lv ^ v o l l i^  +  l lv ^ ^ o lli .n
eT *dt
a j i l  -  x ) div W0II2 n +  « p llx d iv  W0II2 o
t. ’ rr ’
+  «a ||(1  - x ) D ( ^ w o ) | | 2 o : = C en(r), V tg [ 0 ,T ] .
(4.9)
C o ro lla ry  4 .4 . The displacement w  belongs to the space L°°(0, T; W ^iSl))  and 
admits the bound
ess sup ||w ( t) ||jy i(Q) < C ( C en( T ) ,C k(Q.)), (4.10)
te[o,T]
where Ck(Cl) depends only on geometry o f  80,.
Proof. On the streng th  of the Newton-Leibnitz formula,
[  x (x )D (x ,w ( r ) )  : G (x)dx
J  Cl
= f  f  x ( x ) D ( x , ^ - ( t ) j  :G(x.)dxdt  (4.11)
J 0 «/ Cl
+ f  x (x )D (x ,w 0) : <G(x)dx VG G (L 2(S]))3x3, V r G [ 0 ,T |.
Jn
S ubstitu te  <G(x) =  D (x ,w ( r ) )  and use inequality  (4.8) and the Cauchy-Schwartz 
inequality w ith some positive £0 and £1 to  get
esssup  / x |D (x , w ( t) ) ||2c£x
££[0,t] Jci
1 /  r )w  \  2
< x 
Jo Jci .2 So D ( x ’ ^ ' ( t )) +  y l D (x >w (T))l'
d~x.dt
x / X 
Jn
L ^ - |d ( ^  w o ) | 2 +  y |D ( x , w ( r ) ) | 2 d x
/*7" /* ^  ^ /*
<  /  /  E>(x, dxdt + ( ^ +  esssup  x |D (x , w ( t) ) |2dx
Jo J n  2e0 V o t  /  V 2 2 /  t£[o,r] J n
+  I  X tt-  |D (x , w 0) |2dx.
J n  2ei
Choosing here eo =  l / ( 2 r )  and e i =  1/2 we derive
— ess sup ||x D (x , w ( t ))||2 q <  t | |x D ( x ,  nx(0 r) +  ||x D (x , w 0) || | ,n , (4 -12)
^ t£[0,r] CJt ’ V '
for all r  G [0, T]. We end up w ith estim ate (4.10), by combining inequality  (4.12) 
w ith energy estim ate (4.9) and K orn ’s inequality
m ^ { n ) < c km \r > ( x ,4 > ) h n ,  (4.i3)
which is valid for all functions <f> G L 2(il) such th a t D (x , </>) G L 2(il) and <f> vanishes 
in the trace sense on some open subset of dil  [14, Chap. I ll, Sec. 3.2]. □
C o ro lla ry  4 .5 . Let F , ^  G L 2(Q), v 0, 0q G L 2(Q), and  w 0 G W ^(Q ). I f  Model A  
is solvable, then there exists exactly one generalized solution.
Proof. Since Model A  is linear, the  uniqueness assertion am ounts to  the  proposition 
th a t, if F , Vo, wo =  0 and 'I', 9q =  0, then  there is only triv ial solution. The la tte r 
proposition is obvious due to  energy estim ate (4.9). □
5. G a l e r k i n ’s  A p p r o x i m a t i o n s  a n d  E x i s t e n c e  o f  S o l u t i o n s  t o  M o d e l  A
Let {</>;} C  Cq°(Q )3 and {V’i} C  Cq°(Q) be to ta l system s in Wr21( ^ ) 3 and Wr21(^ ), 
respectively.
We construct G alerkin’s approxim ations of the displacem ent vector and of the 
tem pera tu re  d istribu tion  in the  forms
n  n
w „ (x ,t)  =  ^ a ,( t)< /> ,(x ) , 0B(x,*) =  5 > M l M * ) ,  (5 1 )
1 = 1  1 = 1
where unknown functions a;(t) and 6;(t) (/ =  1, , n)  are found from G alerkin’s 
system
d2a A t ) f  
2_J dt2 /  « r /9( x ) ^ ( x )  - ^ ( x ) d x
1 =  1
^  f] (~t~\ (’
= ~  V "  lrU /  x (x )(a„d iv < /> ;(x )-d iv ^ -(x ) +  a MD (x , </>;(x)) : D (x , </>j(x)))eZx 
dt J cl x x
n  „
-  V 'c ^ t )  /  [x (x )a p d iv ^ ( x )  • d iv ^ -(x )  +  (1 -  x ( x ) ) a ,  d iv ^ ( x )  • d iv ^ -(x )
J n  X X X X
+  (1 -  x ( x ) ) a A D ( i i i ( x ) )  : D (x , </>.,• (x))]eZx
+ y 2 bi-(t ) /  a 0(x)V’i(x )div</> j(x)dx+ / « F /) (x )F „ (x ,i)  • </>j(x)e£x,
l=l J n *
(5.2)
j  =  1, , n,  where F „  is a given approxim ation of F  such th a t
F n € C ° ° (Q ) ,  F „ ^ F i n  L 2{Q) a s n / o o ,  (5.3)
- [  Cp(x)V'i(x)V’j(x )d x  
1=1 • 'sl
n  p
= - ' Y . b i ( t )  h {x )SI Xip,{x) ■ V x ipj{x)dx  (5.4)
1=1
+  ' Y l  daij^> f  a 0(x )(div  4>i(x))tpj (x )d x  + [  ^ „ ( x ,  t)V>j(x)dx, 
l=l at J q x J q
j  =  1 , . . .  ,n ,  where is a given approxim ation of ^  such th a t
f „ 6 r ( Q ) ,  ^  in L?{Q) as n  /  co. (5.5)
Since a Tp(x)  >  0, cp(x) >  0 and the  sets (</>i , . . . ,  </>n ) and (-0 1 , • • •, VVi) are linearly 
independent in L 2(il)3 and L 2(il), respectively then  the m atrices
A„ =  ( /  a Tp(x.)4>i(x.) ■(pj (x )d x )  , B„ =  ( /  cp(x)tpi(x)tpj ( x )d x )
v n  y *,j = i V n  y *,j = i
are invertible, due to  the classical theory  of H ilbert spaces. Hence, setting
ci(t) =  a „ ( t)  =  ( a i ( t ) , . .. , a n (t)),
b  n (t) = ( b ^ t ) , . . .  ,bn (t)), c n (t) =  ( c i ( t ) , . . .  ,cn (t)),
a £ 1} =  (  /  x (x )(a „  div fa(x)  ■ div <f>j(x) +  a MD (x, 4>i(x)) : D (x , </>.,• (x)))eZx)
V n  x x  /  (^- =  1
Ai2} =  ( /  [x (x )a p d iv ^ ( x ) - d iv ^ - ( x )  +  (1 - x ( x ) ) a ^ d iv ^ , ( x ) - d iv ^ - ( x )\ Jq cc x  x  x
+  ( 1  - x ( x ) ) « a D ( x , ^ i(x )) : D ( x ,^ - ( x ) ) ] d x ^
Ai3) =  ( y  a 0(x)V’i (x )d iv^ (x )d :
b£1} = ( [  x ( x ) V Xipi(x) • V xipj(x)dx)  
v  n  7 1
®n } =  (  /  “ 0(x )(d iv 4>i(x))ipj(x)dx) 
V n  æ J l >:
F n (t) =  ( y  «F^(x)F„( x , t )  • 4>j ( x ) d x )j 
ÿ n ( t ) = ( J  '&n (x,t)ipj (x)dx^
In Ji=1
we see th a t system  (5.2)-(5.4) is equivalent to  the system  of the first-order linear 
differential equations w ith constant coefficients in the norm al form:
dCn^  =  - A ^ A ^ c n (t) -  A +  A ^ 1(A^f^)tb „ ( t)  +  A ^ F ^ i ) ,  (5.6)
=  - B - 1» ! 1) ^ ^ )  + B - 1(Bi2))‘c„(t) + B - 1§ „ ( t ) ,  (5.7)
d & n{t)___________ ^  fe,
dt ~  «( )• (5-8)
System  (5.2)-(5.4) or, equivalently, system  (5.6)-(5.8), is supplem ented w ith initial 
d a ta
ai(t)\t=o = a° := /  w 0(x) • </>;(x)eZx, (5.9)
■Jn
bi(t)\t=o = b° := [  e0(x.ytpi(x.)dx, (5.10)
Jn
ci{t)\t=o = c° := f  v 0(x) • </>;(x)eZx. (5.11)
■Jn
On the streng th  of the  classical theory  of system s of first-order ordinary lin­
ear differential equations, the Cauchy problem  (5.6)-(5.11) has a unique infinitely
sm ooth solution (an (t), b „ ( t) , c„ (t)) for any n  G N. This am ounts to  the following
resu lt.
P r o p o s i t io n  5 .1 . Galerkin’s system  (5.2)-(5.4), supplemented with initial data
(5 .9)-(5.11 ) 7 has a unique smooth solution (a i( t) , .. ., a „ (t) , &i(t), .. ., bn (t)) on the 
interval [0, T] fo r  any n  G N.
The approxim ate d istribu tions of pressures now can be found from the equations 
P n (x , t )  =  —x (x )a p div w „(x , t) , (5.12)
X
<?n(x,t) = p n (x , t )  +  ^ d p „ ( x ,t^  
a p at
7r„ (x ,t)  =  - ( 1  -  x (x ))a ?) div w „ (x ,t) .  (5.14)
X
R e m a rk  5 .2 . Using the standard  technics [4, Sec. III.3] we easily conclude th a t 
five approxim ate functions (w „, 0n , pn , qn , 7 r „ ) ,  which are obtained by virtue of
(5.1)-(5.4) and (5.9)-(5.14), are a generalized solution of Model A, provided w ith 
the given approxim ate functions F „ (x , t )  and ^ „ ( x , t) ,  and w ith the initial d a ta
n
w n ( x , t ) | (=0 =  ^ a ? ^ ( x ) ,  (5.15)
1 = 1
d w „ (x ,t )  I 0 / ( \
 Qj. \ t = 0  =  2 ^ c i M x ) ,  (5 - 1 6 )
1 = 1
n
0n(x,t)\t=o = '^ 2 t f ip i (x ) ,  (5.17)
i = i
where a°, 6°, and c° are given by (5.9)—(5.11), i.e., they  are Fourier coefficients
of initial d a ta  wo, vo, and 9q, and hence initial d a ta  (5.15)-(5.17) are the  partia l
Fourier sums of wo, vo, and 0q.
Due to  this rem ark and energy estim ate (4.9), the  sequence (w „, 0n , p n , qn , 7r„) 
has a weak lim iting point (w, 0, p , q, ir) as n  /  oo, and, due to  linearity  of Model 
A, the  functions w , 0 , p , q, and ir are a generalized solution of Model A, provided 
w ith initial d a ta  w o ,  v o ,  and 6 q , which com pletes the proof of Theorem  3.4.
6 . A d d i t i o n a l  E s t i m a t e s  f o r  t h e  P r e s s u r e s
Energy inequality (4.9) includes some estim ates for the  pressures p, q, and tt, 
due to  (3.9)—(3.11). However, these estim ates are not applicable for analysis of
incompressible lim iting regimes, because they  are not uniform  in a p and a v , as one 
or bo th  of these coefficients grow infinitely. Hence, in order to  do such analysis, it is 
necessary to  obtain  additional bounds on the pressures. We s ta r t w ith justification 
of the  following technical result.
L e m m a  6 .1 . Let F , d F / d t , 'I', d ^ / d t  G L 2(Q), and initial data be homogeneous, 
i.e.,
w 0 =  0 , v 0 =  0 , 0O =  0 . (6 .1 )
Then the following hound is valid:
1
 ^ess sup a 7 
te[o,r]
-d 2w







; ess sup a.
t£[0,r]
<9w / x
(1 - * )d iv ^ (t)
2 1 d w
2,ft 2
ess sup a p 
te[o,r] S t {t)
2
2,ft
• ess sup a \
te[o,r]
2 n d 2W 2
+  OLv
2,ft * d; v » 2,nx(0,r
XD [x,
d t2 2 , f t x ( 0 , r )
d  2









dt 2 , f t x ( 0 , r )
2 1 d V 2|
2,nx(o ,t) 2 m in {cpf , c ps} dt 2,ftx(0,t)-
eT tdt
eT +  1 1
— — Il V /P F U = 0 1|2,r2 +  • r ---- “ — T  H<ErU = 0  Il2,r2
- OiT m m {cpf i  CpS J-
fo r  all t  G [0, T],
Proof. We take advantage of the  fact th a t the  generalized solution is unique and 
m ay be constructed, using G alerkin’s m ethod.
F irst of all, we notice th a t the  values of all the  constants af, bf, and cf,  defined 
in (5.9)—(5.11), are equal to  zero. Passing to  the  lim it in the  right hand  sides of 
(5.2)-(5.4) (or, equivalently, of (5 .6)-(5.8)), we conclude th a t
_<92w n , _ 80„
Cr>OZ-rp d t 2 =  ^ n | t = 0 -t = 0
(6.3)a.FpFn 11=01 
t= 0 dt
Next, differentiating G alerkin’s system  (5.2)-(5.4) and equations (5.12)-(5.14) w ith 
respect to  t, on the streng th  of R em ark 5.2 and (6.3) we conclude th a t the deriva­
tives
r d w n ddn dpn dqn d n n 
V dt  ’ dt  ’ dt  ’ dt  ’ dt 
are the generalized solutions of Model A, provided w ith the dimensionless approx­
im ate density of d istribu ted  mass forces d F n / d t  and volum etric density of heat 
application d ^ n /d t ,  and w ith the initial d a ta  (6.3) and (5.16). Now passing to  the 
lim it as n  /*  oo in energy estim ate (4.9), we im m ediately derive bound (6.2). □
Next, we introduce the  norm alized pressures p, q, and n  as follows:
x(x)p (x ,t)  =  —x ( x ) a p div w (x , t) +
meas Q f  J  n
x ( x ) a p div w (x , t)dx , (6.4)
7f(x , t) =  —(1 — x (x ) ) a 7j div w (x , t)




q (x , t )  = p { x , t )  +





R e m a rk  6 .2 . By the  straightforw ard calculation, using G reen’s formula, we con­
clude th a t integral equalities (3.15) and (4.3) w ith (3.7) being inserted into them , 
are valid w ith q and n  on the places of q and 7r, respectively, and th a t
/ pckx. =  / 7fdx =  / qchi =  0. (6-7)
J n  J n  J n
This m eans th a t all the  results previously obtained in this article, in particular, 
Theorem  3.4 and energy estim ate (4.9), rem ain true  for the  modified model, which 
appears if we su bstitu te  equations (3.9)—(3.11) in the  sta tem ent of Model A  by 
equations (6.4)-(6.6).
For the norm alized pressures p, q, and n  we prove the following result.
T h e o re m  6 .3 . Let F , d F /d t ,  ’J/ , d ^ / d t  G L 2(Q ) and initial data be homogeneous, 
i.e., satisfy (6.1). Then the normalized pressures p, q, and tt satisfy the estimates
d F  2
Ik'l12,Q  T  l l ^ l l 2 , Q  ^  ^ m c  • ( I | F | | 2iq  t  i m i 2 , Q dt 2 ,Q
d v
dt 2 ,Q |F|t=o||i,n 11*1 t = 0 | l 2 , n : =  C *
\ \ p \ \ i Q < c * nc +  c e n ( T ) ,
(6.8)
(6.9)
where C^nc C^nc (^? ®-T ■, ■? ■? -^6 f  ■? &0s ■? Pf ■? Ps ■? Cpf ■? Cps) •
R e m a rk  6 .4 . We emphasize th a t the constants Cen(T) and C-mc do not depend 
on a p and a v , which implies th a t the  obtained bounds are applicable for studying 
asym ptotic as a p and a v grow infinitely. Moreover, notice th a t the  constants Cen(T) 
and Cinc also do not depend on geom etry of i l f  and f2s . This fact seems to  be very 
useful in view of possible studies of hom ogenization topics in periodic structures 
(like in [2, 15]) for Model A.







2 ,Q x(0  , r )
_<9F
-dO
1dt 2 ,Q x(0  , r )
2 1 dV 2|
2,nx(o ,t) 2 m in {cpf , c ps} dt 2 ,Q x(0 , t ) .
t dt
2a- 
eT +  1
_<9F 2 1
2,nx(o ,t) 2 m in {cpf , c ps} 
2 1
d v
dt 2 ,Q x(0  , r )
<
eT +  1 a
Otp II /=T~1 | |
  V P *  t = 0  |2 o  “ I ~ r -------------- T |i a T " m m jcp j, cps}
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F





^ | | v ^ F |t = 0 " 2
2,nx(o,r) m in {cpf , c ps}
1 N , || 2
2>Q +  m in {cpf , c psy \
dt
d V  2
2 ,Q x (0 , r )
V r  G [ 0 , T ]  .
Justification of estim ates (6.9)-(6.8) is based on use of th is bound, on a special 
choice of test functions in integral equality (4.3), and on application of energy 
inequality (4.9) and Rem ark 6.2.
We integrate the first te rm  in (4.3) by parts, substitu te  (3.7) and (3.10), and 
replace p  and 7r by p  and тг, respectively, which is legal due to  R em ark 6.2. Thus 
we get
for all r  G [0, T], Here we denote 5 := q + n  for briefness.
Now our aim  is to  choose a test function <p in th is equality such th a t div^ <p = z 
and all integrals make perfect sense and adm it estim ates in term s of ||^ ||2,ox (o,T) 
independently  of a p and a v . Evidently, if th is choice of <p is possible then  it leads 
directly  to  a bound on ||£ ||2inx(o,T), uniform  in a p and a v . We succeed to  pick up 
such a test function as follows. In troduce successively p>\ =  p>\(x ,t)  as the  solution 
of the  Dirichlet problem  for Poisson’s equation on for t  G [0, T\.
Note th a t due to  the classical theory  of elliptic equations, a solution of problem  
(6.12) exists, is uniquely defined by 5, and adm its the bound [4, Sec. II .7]
and th a t, on the streng th  of the  construction in [5, Chap. I, Sec. 2.1] and property  
(6.7), a vector-function y>2 satisfying (6.13) m ay be found such th a t
thanks to  the well-known trace theorem  [4, Sec. 1.6]. In inequalities (6.14)-(6.16) 
the constants C'o(fi), C i( f2), and C 2(f2) depend m erely on regularity  of dil  and 
make sense, for example, for C 2-piecewise sm ooth surfaces dil.
The sum  <p = V xp>\ -  i^ 2 is a valid test function for integral equality (6.11). 
Inserting it and rearranging term s, we obtain  the equality
(6 .11 )
b x<pi = z, ¥>i|an= 0 (6 .12)
and сpi =  y>2(x, t) such th a t
(6.13)
M l ^ )  < С М В Д 2,0 vt g [о,T], (6.14)
II^ 2IIw%(a) <  C,o(^)| |V a;^ i||2,af2 Vt G [0, T], (6.15)
which im m ediately implies the  bound
1 ^ 2 11W21 (si) <  Сг (^ )  II II v^ -2 (Г2) ^  G (6.16)
xdt,
for all r  G [0,T], due to  (6.12) and (6.13).
(6.17)
Applying H older’s and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequalities, bounds (6.10) and
(6.14)—(6.16), and energy inequality  (4.9) to  the right hand  side of equality (6.17), 
we estim ate
l l z l l 2 , f 2 x ( 0 , T )
1 / 1  1 \  
“ 2
1 / 1  1 \
+ 2 ( ~ 3 + ~ J
VP
d 2w
d t 2 2 ,n x ( 0 , -
+  a -H |\/p F ||2jf2X(oiT
^  <9w\ 2
XD x  I
dt J
+  « a | | (1 -  x)D(x, w)|| 2 , f i x ( 0 , r )
 ^ ll ll2 i (a r  “1“ &F) niax{/9^, ps}£l ||yy  ^ ||2
—  II V  a e S \ \ 2 , Q x ( 0 ,T)  H ^  II V a ; v ^ l  I l2 ,0 x ( 0 , r )
m ax {aM, « a } £4
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2,fix(o,r) m in {cp f ,cps}
^ l l ^ l * = o | l i n + n ^ {Cp1/)^ l ^ l t = o | l 2,n +  ^ l l V ^ F ll2,n X(0,r)
2 v £3 £4 /
^ l l v ^ F | | 2if2x(0iT) +  — ^ | | » | | | fix(0T)
r r ^ H ^ F H
JO  ^C^ r
1
1 m a x { a ^ ,a fa}
2£5 niin{c^/,
/ " ( ^ l l v ^ F i r  1




2, Qx(o , t )  * m i n { c p / , c ^ s }
(a T +  c^ f ) m ax{/)j, ps}(£i +  C*|(Sl)£2)
^ I l 2 , n x ( 0 , r ) -+  m ax {aM, « a }(£ 3  +  Cl(Q,)eA) +  m ax { a0 /, ags}e5 
Choosing
(6.18)
£1 =  2 / (5C 2( f i) (a T +  ai?) rnax{/3/ ,  ps}),
£2 =  2 /(5 C 2(n)C ,| ( n ) ( a T +  a F ) m a x { p f ,p s}),
£3 =  2 /(5 C 2(n )m a x { a M,aA }),
£4 =  2 /(5 C 2( f ) )C |( f ) )m a x { a M, a A}),
£5 =  2/(5C72(n ) m ax {a 0/ ,  aes}),
we deduce the estim ate
2 I lz l l2 , f2 x (0 , r )
<  a ( i) II v ^ F | |2
1
, Q x ( 0 , r )
■ a ( 2 )
_<9F 2
min{cp/ ,  CpS} 
1
2 , Q x  ( 0 ,t ) 
d i p  2
2 ,n x (o , r )  m in{cpf ,  cps} dt
(6 .1 9 )
2 ,l ix (0 ,r )
H ~Hv/pF |t= o |l2 n + min{cp/ , CpS}
where
d 1} =  ( 5 / 4 ) ( e T +  1)C ’12 ( ^ ) ( 1  +  C 2(tt))  m a x { a M, a A}
c:( 2 )
+  ( 5 / 4 ) ( e T +  l ) C ' i ( n ) ( m a x { a 0 / , a 0 s} ) 2/ m i n { c p / , cp s }, 
( 5 / 4 ) ( e T +  l ) C l ( Q ) ( l  +  C | ( n ) ) ( a T +  a F ) m a x - f p / ,  p s }.
Since the supports of q and n  do not intersect, we have
Pll2,nx(0,T) =  II^ 112,r2x(0,r) +  11^ lll,Ox(0,r) •
Thus bound (6 .8 )  im m ediately follows from inequality (6 .1 9 ) .  Finally, estim ate
(6 .9 )  follows from bound ( 6 .8 ) ,  energy estim ate (4 .9 ) ,  and equation (6 .6 ) .  □
7. A d d i t i o n a l  E s t i m a t e s  f o r  t h e  D e f o r m a t i o n  T e n s o r
Also we are in terested  in investigating lim iting regimes arising as a \  grows in­
finitely. In order to  fulfill th is study, it is necessary to  establish additional bounds 
on solution of Model A, which should be in certain  sense uniform  in a \ .
In this line, the fundam ental estim ate im m ediately follows from energy inequality
(4 .9 ) :
esssup  | | (1  — x )D (x , w (t ))||2 Q <  Cen( r ) / a \ ,  V tg [ 0 ,T ] .  (7 .1 )
t£[0,r]
R e m a rk  7 .1 . Assume th a t (1 — x )D (x j wo) =  0, which implies th a t Cen(r)  is 
independent of a \ .  Then from bound (7 .1 )  it obviously follows th a t
1 1 ( 1  - x ) D ( * ! w ( t ) ) | | 2 , n  — > 0  a s  a \  /  o o .
Since the kernel of the operator <f> i—> D (x , </>) is the set of absolutely rigid body 
motions, i.e., transla tions and ro tations </>(x) =  xo +  u> x x  (xo,w =  const) [14, 
Chap. I ll, §2.1], we see th a t the infinite grow th of a \  leads to  solidification lim iting 
regimes.
The following assertion provides one more useful bound in the  case of potential 
(e.g., gravitational) m ass forces under additional assum ption on geom etry of Qs :
A s s u m p tio n  7 .2 . Let the Lebesgue m easure of dQ fl dQs be stric tly  positive and 
be connected.
T h e o re m  7 .3 . Let Assumption 1.2 hold. Suppose that initial data satisfy (6.1), 
the derivative / dt belongs to L 2(Q), and the given density of distributed mass
forces has the form
F(x, t )  =  V a;$ (x , t )  (7.2)
with some potential $  G W ^ iQ )  such that (<9/<9t)Va;(& G L 2(Q). Then the following 
hound holds:
■ ess sup Q.TQ.\
te[o,T]
f- a ^ a x
i 1 a pI -  ess sup
4  cv-x te[o,T]
2,Cl
OiyOL\
d w  2
X dlV “STx  a t 2,Q
_r . l d w \  2
~ m )
1 a r
H 1 ess sup
2,q  4 a \  te[o,T]
(1 -  x )« a d iv w ( t)
2,n
d iv  w (t)
1
2,n
— ess sup ||(1 -  x )a A D (x ,w (t ) ) | | 2 o
- C7sol( 1 +  ^ :  +  ^ ) ( l|ci5|l^ i (Q) +
t£[0,T]
*  2
a t  ' 2,Q
2
2,Q a t 2,Q
(7.3)
where C^ so} (^ 7so}(2n, 11, olq: cy.p, p: Cp).
R e m a rk  7 .4 . We em phasize th a t the  constant Csoi does not depend on a p, a v , 
and a \ .  Thus estim ate (7.3) becomes uniform  in a \  oo, whenever it is assumed 
th a t a v and a p also grow infinitely such th a t
a r/ = 0 ( a \ ), (y.p = 0 ( a \ )  as a \  /*  oo. (7.4)
R e m a rk  7 .5 . On the streng th  of (3.9)—(3.11) and energy estim ate (4.9), we observe 
th a t
OLp
—^  ess sup
te[o,T]
\ a \  div w (t)  ^ «A=  —  ess sup
2,n a p te[o,T]
2
2,f2;
OLrj— - ess, sup
te[o,T]
(1 — x )ax d iv  w (t)  =  — esssup||7r(t)||?n ,
x 2,n a v t£[o,T]
h , Q  <  \ \ p h , Q  <  \ \ p h , Q  +  a b
d w
^ d lv u rx  a t 2 ,Q
<  Iblb.Q +  \ J a vCen(T).
These formulas and estim ate (7.3) yield th a t the  pressures p ,  q , and it stay  bounded 
in L 2(Q) as a \ ,  a v , and a p grow infinitely such th a t lim iting relations (7.4) hold.
Proof of Theorem 7.3. Substitu te  (3.7), (3.9)—(3.11), (6.1) into (4.3) to  get
[ T [  (  _ d w  d<p _ _ d w
/  /  [aTP~xT ' - X « P d i v w - d i v ^ - x o ^ d i v —  -d iv 92
J  0 J  Cl C/v X X  X ( jv  x
(  d w \
-  xap£>[x, —  J : D (x,<p) -  (1 -  x ) a v d iv w  • div^>
-  (1 -  x )« a D  (x, w ) : D (x , ip) +  agO d\v <p — a Fp ¥  ■ ip jdxd t
x J
f  _dw
= ■ ip(-K,T)d-K, Vr G [0,T].
(7.5)
On the streng th  of Lem m a 6.1, <p = a \ d w / d t  is a valid test function for (7.5). 
Inserting it and (7.2) into (7.5), we arrive a t the  equality
- a T a \
OLi/CX\
d w
X d l v U T  x at
2 1
+  x « A a p ||x d iv w ( r ) | | |n 
2 , i 2 x
3 w '




_ . d  \
S t ) 2 , f t x ( 0 , r ) (7.6)
+  7,a na * IK1 - X ) d iv w ( r ) | |2jf2 +  - | |( 1  - x ) a A D ( x ,w ( r ) ) | |2f2
f T f  (  _ d w  _ d w  \
= -  / ( a F a xp V x$  • —  -  a xa e0 d iv  —  Jd xd t ,  V r €  [0,T],
J  0 «/ ft
Using in tegration by p a rts  on the  right-hand side of this equality, we have 
1
j OLT OL\
+■ Ot^Ot A 
1
d w  2
^ a F (T 2,ft
d w  2
^ d l v i ^ rx at 2 , f t x ( 0 , r )
9 w \  2
* D ( X’ w )
1
2 ,n x ( 0 ,r )  2
- a Aa p | |x d iv w ( r ) | |2f2
(7.7)
+  ^ a \ a v IK1 -  X ) d i v w ( r ) | | 2 f2 +  - | | ( 1  -  x ) « a D ( x ,  w ( r ) ) | | 2 f2
f  [ T [  d $
=  / a f« A P /$ (x , r) div w (x , t ) c£x  — / / a p a \ p f - —  div w d x d t
J n  x Jo J n  dt x
-  /  a F a A(l  -  x (x )) (p s -  p / ) V a;$ ( x , r )  • w (x ,r )d x  
Jq
+  J  J  a F a x ( l  ~ x ) { P s  - ' ° / ) ( ^ V a : $ )  ’ w d x d t
+  /  (x )0 (x, t ) div w  (x, t)c?x
Jft *
/*T j* QQ
— /  V t G  [0,T].
Jo Jn  *
Now, on the right-hand side apply the Cauchy-Schwartz and K orn’s inequality 
(4.13) (w ith substitu ted  for f2) along w ith a simple estim ate
H \\l,Qx(0,T) < -resssup ||^ ( t) ||2,n, V<i> e  L ° ° ( 0 ,T ; L 2(tt)) (7.8)
t £ [ 0 , r ]
to  obtain 
1
-  ess sup a Ta \
t £ [ 0 , r ]
d w  2
v T > ^ m
2,ft
d w  2
X d l v ^ T  ® at 2 , f t x ( 0 , r )
9 w \
* D ^ ’ - » J 2 , f t x ( 0 , r )
-  ess sup a x a v ||(1 -  x) d iv w ( t) | | |  n
t £ [ 0 , r ]
1
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_i_ _ z £  
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+  ~7r(£i +  T £ 3 + £7 + T£9) ess sup llxdiv w(t)||2 na_x
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^ Y ^ - ( e 4 + r e 5) ess sup ||(1 -  x > i D ( x ,  w ( t ) ) | | |Q, V r  G [0,T],
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£0  — £6
£ 3  — £9
LXr/
8 a x ’
£1 =  £7
8 « a ’
1
8 r a \  ’ £4 4 (C k(Qs ))2 ’ 00 4 r(C ,fc(ns ) ) 2 ’
and set r  = T .  Applying energy inequality (4.9) and Lem m a 6.1 in order to  estim ate 




8 r a x  ’ 
1
8 . I n c o m p r e s s i b i l i t y  L i m i t s
In th is section we prove the  theorem , which explains the lim iting behavior of 
solutions of Model A, provided w ith homogeneous initial da ta , as the  coefficients 
a p and a v grow infinitely:
T h e o re m  8 .1 . Let F , d F /d t ,  \fr, d ^ / d t  G L 2(Q), and initial data be homogeneous, 
i.e., satisfy (6.1). Suppose that in  Model A the positive constants p f ,  p s, a T, a v, 
a n ,  a \ ,  a 0 f ,  a 8s ,  a F ,  C p f ,  c p s ,  a n d  x s are fixed and the coefficients a p and a ri 
depend on a small parameter £ >  0 : a p ap, c*-rj a^. Let
lim oâ.
e \ 0  P
lim  at,
e \ 0  Tl
'■ rf (8 .1)
For a fixed £ >  0 by (w e, 0e,p e, qE, 7re) denote the generalized solution of  Model 
A such that the pressures p e, qe, and 7re are normalized, i.e., satisfy equations
(6.4)-(6.6) instead of  (3.9) —(3.11).
Then the following assertions hold:
1) I f  a® G (0, 0 0 ) and a^ = 00, then the sequence (w e, 0E,p E, qe, 7te) is convergent 
such that
d w e d w
w  — > w,
E \ 0 dt e \ o  dt
—  weakly* in  L ° ° (0 ,T ;W j(Q )) ,
e \ 0
0 weakly in  L 2(0, T; W21(^ )) , weakly* in  L °°(0 ,T ; L 2(0 )),
(8 .2 )
(8.3)
£ \ 0  £ \ 0  £ \ 0
and the five limiting functions  (w, 9,p, q, tt) are the generalized solution o f  Model 
B1 w i th a p = a®. (Statement of  Model B1 and the notion o f its generalized solution 
are given immediately after formulation o f the theorem.)
2) I f  a® =  oo and oQ G (0, oo), then the sequence (w e, 9E,p E, qE, 7rE) is convergent 
such that the limiting relations (8.2)-(8.4) hold true and, moreover, p  = q and the 
four  limiting functions  (w , 0, q, tt) are the generalized solution o f  Model B2 with 
a v = a®. (Statement of  Model B2 and the notion of its generalized solution are 
given after statement of the definition o f  generalized solution of  Model B l J
3) I f  a® =  =  oo7 then the sequence (w e, 9E,p E, qE, n E) is convergent such that 
the limiting relations (8.2)-(8.4) hold true and, moreover, p  = q and the triple 
of limiting functions  (w ,0,Sj '■= q +  7r) is the generalized solution of  Model B3. 
(Statement of  Model B3 and the notion of its generalized solution are given after 
statement of the definition of generalized solution o f  Model B 2 J
S t a t e m e n t  o f  M o d e l  B l .  In the space-tim e cylinder Q it is necessary to  find a 
displacem ent vector w , a tem pera tu re  d istribu tion  9, and d istributions of pressures 
p, q, and 7r, which satisfy equations (3.6)-(3.8), (6.4), and (6 .6), incom pressibility 
condition in the  solid phase
(1 — x) div w  =  0, (x, t)  G Q, (8.5)
X
homogeneous initial d a ta  (6.1), and homogeneous boundary  conditions (3.13).
D efin it io n  8 .2 . The set of functions ( w ,9 ,p ,q ,n )  is called a generalized solution 
of Model B l  if they  satisfy regularity  conditions (3.14), condition n  G L 2(Q), in itial 
d a ta  (6.1), integral equalities (3.15) and (3.16), and equations (3.7), (6.4), (6 .6), 
and (8.5) a.e. in Q.
S t a t e m e n t  o f  M o d e l  B 2 .  In the space-tim e cylinder Q it is necessary to  find a 
displacem ent vector w , a tem pera tu re  d istribu tion  9 , and d istributions of pressures 
q, and 7r, which satisfy equations (3.6)-(3.8) and (6.5), incom pressibility condition 
in the liquid phase
X div w  =  0, (x, t)  G Q, (8 .6)
X
homogeneous initial d a ta  (6.1), and homogeneous boundary  conditions (3.13).
D efin it io n  8 .3 . The set of functions (w , 9 , q, ir) is called a generalized solution of 
Model B 2  if they  satisfy regularity  conditions (3.14), condition q G L 2(Q), in itial
d a ta  (6.1), integral equalities (3.15) and (3.16), and equations (3.7), (6.5), and (8 .6)
a.e. in Q.
S t a t e m e n t  o f  M o d e l  B 3 .  In the space-tim e cylinder Q it is necessary to  find a 
displacem ent vector w , a tem pera tu re  d istribu tion  9 , and a d istribu tion  of pressure 
Sj, which satisfy equations (3.6), (3.8), and
/  d w \
P  =  - ( $  + a 09)I + x a MD [ x ,  — J +  ( i  -  x )« a D (x , w ) ,  (x ,t)G < 3 , (8.7)
incom pressibility condition in the  bo th  phases
d iv w  =  0, ( x , t) G Q,  (8.8)
X
homogeneous initial d a ta  (6.1), and homogeneous boundary  conditions (3.13).
D efin it io n  8 .4 . The trip le (w ,9,Sj)  is called a generalized solution of Model B 3  
if it satisfies regularity  conditions (3.14), condition Sj G L 2(Q), in itial d a ta  (6.1), 
integral equalities (3.15) and (3.16), and equations (8.7) and (8 .8) a.e. in Q.
R em ark  8 .5 . Clearly Theorem  8.1 provides the  existence results for generalized 
solutions to  Models B1-B3,  as a byproduct. At the  same tim e, existence and unique­
ness of generalized solutions of Models B 1 -B 3  m ay be justified w ithout consider­
ing Model A  firstly, bu t s ta rting  from Definitions 8 .2-8.4, introducing the proper 
G alerkin’s approxim ations, and keeping track  of the proof of Theorem  3.4. Thus, 
Models B 1 -B 3  are well-posed.
R em ark  8 .6 . Equations (8.5), (8 .6), and (8 .8 ) are indeed the conditions of incom­
pressibility, since, on the streng th  of continuity  equations (2.29) and (2.33), they 
im ply th a t p = ps in f2s x (0, T), p = p f  in i l f  x (0, T),  and p = p in Q, respec­
tively. Consequently, Models B l ,  B 2 , and B 3  are respective solid, liquid, and to ta l 
incom pressibility lim its of Model A.
Proof of Theorem 8.1. We verify assertion 3 of the theorem  only. Justification of 
assertions 1 and 2 is quite similar.
If af;, a t  — > oo then  there exist a subsequence (w e, 9E,p E, qE, n E) and a lim iting
e \ 0
set of functions ( w ,  9,p, q, tt) such th a t lim iting relations (8.2)-(8.4) hold true, due 
to  energy estim ate (4.9), Lem m a 6.1, Corollary 4.4, Theorem  6.3, and homogeneous 
initial conditions (6.1). Energy estim ate (4.9) yields th a t
esssupt G [0 ,T ] ||x d iv w e | | | n <  2(Cen( T ) / a E) — > 0,
x  ’ 1 e \ 0
esssupt G [0,T]||(1 -  x ) d iv w e | | | n <  2 (Cen( T ) / a E) — > 0,
x  ’ ' e \ 0
since initial d a ta  are homogeneous and therefore Cen(T)  does not depend on e. 
Hence (8 .8) holds true  for the  lim iting function w.
Next, substitu te  (6.4) into (6 .6) and pass to  the  lim it as e \  0, using lim iting 
relations (8.2) and (8.4), to  get
Q = P — X ^ i d / d t )  div w.
X
By (8 .8 ) this equality yields q = p  on Q.
Now, from the lim iting relations (8.2)-(8.4), passing to  the lim it in (3.15) and
(3.16) as e \  0, we conclude th a t the triple (w, 9, q + tt) is a generalized solution 
of Model B3.
To com plete the  proof of assertion 3, it rem ains to  notice th a t due to  Rem ark 
8.5 the  solution of Model B 3  is unique. Hence the sequence (w e, 9E,p E, qe, n e) has 
exactly one (weak) lim iting point and therefore converges entirely, and there is no 
need to  shift to  a subsequence. □
9. S o l i d i f i c a t i o n  L i m i t s
In th is section we observe lim iting behavior of solutions of Model A, as the 
coefficient a \  grows infinitely. F irst, we prove the following result.
T h eo rem  9 .1 . Let F, d F /d t ,  ’J/ , d ^ / d t  G L 2(Q), and initial data be homogeneous, 
i.e., satisfy (6.1). Let Assumption 7.2 hold.
Suppose that in  Model A the positive constants p f , ps, a T, a p, a r/, a v, a a . g f ,  
ags, a p ,  cpf ,  cps, Hf, and x s are fixed and the coefficient a \  depends on a small  
parameter e >  07 a \  = a \ .  Let
l i m  a Ex =  o o .  ( 9 -1 )
e \ 0
B y  (w e, 9E,p E, qE, 7Te) denote the generalized solution of  Model A corresponding to 
a fixed e >  0 .
Then the sequence (w e, 0e,p e, </e, 7re) is convergent such that
O £ O
W weakly* in  L°°(0, T; W21(^ )) , (9.2)w  — > w,
e \ 0
e \0  ’ dt  e \0  dt
X )V xWE — >0 , TT£ —
e \ 0  e \ '
9 weakly in  L 2(0, T; W21(0 )) , weakly* in  L ° ° (0 ,T ] L 2(Q)), (9.4)
(1 —x ) æw e  , 7 e >0 strongly in L °° (0 ,T ; L 2(0 )), (9-3)
\ 0 0
p E — > p, qE — > q weakly in  L 2(Q), (9-5)
e \ 0  e \ 0
and the four limiting functions  ( w ,  9,p, q) are the generalized solution of  Model C l.
S t a t e m e n t  o f  M o d e l  C l .  In the space-tim e cylinder Q it is necessary to  find a
displacem ent vector w , a tem pera tu re  d istribu tion  9, and d istributions of pressures 
p  and q, which satisfy the equations
d 2w
a Tpf -7^ 2- =  d i v P /  +  a p p f F ,  in Q,f  x  (0,T) ,  (9.6)
P /  = ~{q + a e f 9)I +  a MD (x , ^ ) ) ,  i n  Qf  x ( 0 , T ) ,  (9 .7 )
( 1 - X ) w  =  0, i n  Q, (9 .8 )
30 d
C p —  =  d iv (x V a;6») -  X « 0 / 7^  d iv w  +  ’f ,  in Q, (9 .9 )
P +  Xa v div w  =  0, in Q, (9 .1 0 )
X
q = P + — ^ 7 , i n  Q, (9 .1 1 )a p ot
homogeneous initial d a ta  (6 .1), and homogeneous boundary  conditions
w  =  0, for x  G dQ f,  t >  0; 9 =  0 , for x  G d f i ,  t >  0. (9 -12)
D efin it io n  9 .2 . A set of functions (w ,9 ,p ,q )  is called a generalized solution of
Model C l  if they  satisfy the  regularity  conditions
w ,  ^ , V , w , 9 , y x9 e L 2{Q), (9 .1 3 )
equations (9 .7 ) ,  ( 9 .8 ) ,  ( 9 .1 0 ) ,  and (9 .1 1 )  a.e. in Q, and the integral equalities
J  j  {°^Pf~^j~ ' ~  P /  : +  a p p f F ■ < p ^ d x d t  =  0  (9 .1 4 )
for all sm ooth <p = ip(x,t)  such th a t <p\anf = <f\t=T =  0 and
j  { f p 9 ~ ^  ~  x V x9 • V xr0  +  x a e / ( d i v w ) ^  +  V  dxdt =  0 (9 .1 5 )
for all sm ooth tp =  ?A(x, t) such th a t V’lan =  V’lt = t  — 0 -
R em ark  9 .3 . As in Rem ark 8.5, we notice th a t Theorem  9.1 provides the exis­
tence result for Model C l  as a byproduct, and th a t existence and uniqueness of 
generalized solutions of Model C l  m ay be justified independently  of Theorem  9.1 
by considerations similar to  the proof of Theorem  3.4.
Proof of Theorem 9.1. Firstly, we have th a t lim iting relations (9.2), (9.4), and (9.5) 
hold tru e  for some subsequence (w £,6 £,p £,q £) due to  energy estim ate (4.9) and 
Lem m a 6.1.
Secondly, bound (7.1) im m ediately implies th a t the lim iting displacem ent vector 
w  satisfies the equality (1 — x )D (x , w ) =  0 in Q. On the  streng th  of Rem ark 
7.1 and A ssum ption 7.2, th is equality yields th a t (9.8) holds. From  bound (7.1), 
A ssum ption 7.2, hom ogeneity of initial d a ta  (see (6.1)), and K orn’s inequality  (4.13) 
(w ith f2s substitu ted  for f2) it follows th a t
e s s su p ( ||( l  - x ) w e( t ) | | | n +  ||(1 - x ) V Kw e( t ) | | | n )
t £ [ 0 , r ]
<  (Ck (t ts ))2 ess sup ||(1 - x ) D ( x , w e( t ) ) | | | n — > 0,
t £ [ 0 , r ]  £ \ - °
which proves lim iting relations (9.3). (By C k(ils ) the  constan t in K orn’s inequality 
is denoted.)
Next, from the lim iting relations (9.2)-(9.5), passing to  the  lim it in (3.15), (3.16),
(3.9), and (3.10) as e \  0, we conclude th a t the four functions (w ,6 ,p ,q )  are a 
generalized solution of Model Cl.
To com plete the proof, it rem ains to  notice th a t due to  R em ark 9.3 the solution 
of Model C l  is unique. Hence the sequence (w £,6 £,p £,q£) has exactly  one (weak) 
lim iting point and therefore converges entirely and there is no need to  shift to  a 
subsequence. □
To com plete th is article, we derive a ra th e r peculiar asym ptotic behavior, which 
is observed thanks to  additional bound (7.3). Namely, we prove the following result.
T h eo rem  9 .4 . Let Assumption 7.2 hold, initial data be homogeneous, i.e., satisfy
(6 .1 ), the given density of distributed mass forces have the form
F  (x ,t)  =  V a;$ ( x , t )  (9.16)
with some potential $  G W ^ iQ )  such that (d /d t )W x$  G L 2(Q), and the given 
volumetric density of exterior heat application be such that 1 G L 2(Q).
Suppose that in  Model A the positive constants p f ,  p s , a T , a v , a o t g f ,  a g s , 
a p ,  cpf ,  cps, Hf, and x s are fixed and the coefficients a \ ,  a p , and a r/ depend on 
a small parameter e >  0: a \  = a \ ,  a p = a £, and a r/ = a £ . Let limiting relations
(7.4) hold, or, equivalently,
ct£ cz£
lim a \  =  oo, lim —  =  a l  G (0, oo), lim —  =  a l  G (0, oo). (9-17)
e \ o  e \ o  1 e \ o  '
B y  (w e, 9e,p e, q£, 7re) denote the generalized solution of  Model A corresponding to
a fixed e >  0 .
Then the sequence (w e, 9e,p e, q£, 7re) is convergent and there exist functions  
(u, 6,p) such that
d w £
w e — ► 0,  >0 strongly in  L °° (Q ,T ;L 2(i})), (9.18)
e \ 0  ot  e \ 0
cp »7 =  d iv (x V a;6») +  in Q,  (9.24)
0e — >9 weakly in  L 2(0 ,T ]W ^(Q )) ,  weakly* in  L °°(0 ,T ; L 2(Q)), (9.19)
e \ 0
pE — t P ,  qE — t P ,  ( 9 - 2 0 )
e \ 0  e \ 0
7Te — > - ( 1 - x ) « ^ d i v u ,  (9.21)
e \ 0  ' x
(1 — x ) a xw E — >u  weakly* in  L ° ° ( 0 ,T ; L 2(Q)), (9.22)
e \ 0
(1 — x )D (x , a exw e) — > (1 — x )D (^ , u) weakly* in  L ° ° (0 ,T ] L 2(Q)), (9.23)
e \ 0
and the triple (u ,9 ,p )  is the generalized solution o f  Model C2, formulated below. 
S t a t e m e n t  o f  M o d e l  C2.  F ind  successively the following:
(C 2a) a tem pera tu re  d istribu tion  0, solving the in itial-boundary  value problem  for 
the  heat equation
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9\t=o =  0, on SI, 0 |an =  0, for t  > 0; (9.25)
(C 2b ) a hydrostatic  pressure p  in the  liquid phase from the equilibrium  equation
p = —o.gf9 +  appf$>, in i l f  x (0, T); (9.26)
(C 2c) an up-scaled displacem ent vector field u, solving the  mixed problem  for the
3D system  of s ta tionary  wave equations
div D (x, u) +  a ° V x div u =  a esV x9 -  a FpsV x$ ,  in f2s, (9.27)
X 1 X
D (x , u) • n +  a °(d iv  u )n  =  (ags9 — a Fp f § ) n ,  on T, (9.28)
1 X
u =  0, on (8QS \  r ) .  (9.29)
(Here n is the outw ard unit norm al to  8 i l s . Variable t  appears in the system  as
a param eter. Also, recall th a t Y := 8 i l s fl 80,f  and th a t the  Lebesgue m easure of 
8Q,S \  Y  is positive due to  A ssum ption 7.2.)
D efin it io n  9 .5 . The trip le (u, 6,p) is called a generalized solution of Model C2 if 
it satisfies the regularity  conditions
0, V x0, p, (1 -  x )V Ku  G L°°(0, T; L 2(il)), (9.30)
and the integral equalities
/  ( (xP ~  (1 -  x )« « d iv u  +  a e9) d i v  cp
J Q K x x (9.31)
— (1 — x )D (x , u) : D (x , cp) +  a p p V x§  ■ ip^ j dxd t =  0
for all sm ooth ip = ip(x,t)  such th a t y>|an =  <f\t=T =  0 and
/  (^P^7T" _  1 ^ x 9  ■ y xrtp +  \frV’)  dxdt =  0 (9.32)
J  Q
for all sm ooth tp = ip(x,t)  such th a t V’l an  =  V’lt = t  — 0 .
R em ark  9 .6 . By the standard  argum ents it is easy to  verify th a t integral equalities 
(9.31) and (9.32) are equivalent to  equations (9.24)-(9.29) in the  d istributions sense. 
Due to  the  well-known theory  of second-order elliptic and parabolic equations [6 , 7] 
there exists exactly one generalized solution of Model C2, whenever $  and ’I' satisfy
conditions of Theorem  9.4 and whenever we prescribe some certain  values to  (1— x )p  
and x u . (For example, we m ay sim ply set (1 — x)P  =  Xu  =  0.)
Proof of Theorem 9.4-. From  energy estim ate (4.9), bound (7.3), lim iting relations
(9.17), and R em ark 7.5, we conclude th a t lim iting relations (9.19)-(9.23) hold true, 
a t least for some subsequence, and th a t lim iting relation (9.18) and relations
are fulfilled for the  entire sequence e \  0 .
The lim iting functions u, p , and 0 satisfy regularity  conditions (9.30) due to  
relations (9.19)-(9.23) and K orn’s inequality
S ubstitu ting  (3.9)—(3.11), (6.1), and (9.16) into integral equality (3.15), and passing 
to  the lim it as e \  0, we arrive a t integral equality (9.31) due to  relations (9.18)- 
(9.23) and (9.33). Analogously we justify  th a t 0 satisfies integral equality (9.32). 
Finally, it rem ains to  notice th a t, since solution of Model C2 is unique, the sequence 
((1  — x )« a w £j ■> Pe! i 7I"e) h as exactly  one (weak) lim iting point and therefore 
converges entirely. □
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